Abstract. In this paper, an immune genetic algorithm based on the performance parameters of aeroengine and the adaptive, learning and memory characteristics of artificial immune system (AIS) was put forward to diagnose the fault of aeroengine. Firstly, we generate the initial detector according to the fault samples, and optimize the matching relationship to improve the representation and coverage. Then train the detector with the genetic algorithm to learn and remember the fault information. Finally, we identify the faults of aeroengine by the mature detector. The results show that the method can accurately identify the engine fault by using the parameters of the aeroengine gas path provided by Honeywell company.
occurs, so the fault can be diagnosed by analyzing the performance parameters of the engine. In this paper, the N key performance parameters of the engine condition are selected as the basis of fault diagnosis and a set of state samples is defined as an N dimension vector. It is not feasible to directly use the original data to analyze as the unit level of each parameter is different. Therefore, first of all, the data needs to be normalized.
Method of affinity calculation Supposed 
In the formula, the E d is the Euclidean distance between J and K, that is
This method of calculating the affinity makes the affinity in the [0, 1] range, and the smaller the distance, the greater the affinity, the more intuitive it is.
Generate initial detectors
Generate a certain number of N dimensional normalized initial detectors according to the performance parameter samples under the fault condition and define as vector 0 i
x . Initial detectors should meet two requirements: Firstly, the detectors cannot match with the normal sample, so the affinity of the two should be less than the threshold r; The second is that the detector distribution should cover the entire range of fault sample, and the more uniform it is the more clearly can it be represented, so the initial detector and the matching threshold between the generated detector should be less than q. For those detectors that cannot meet the two conditions, they need to be deleted and re-generated.
Selection, crossover, mutation and update of detectors The variation and update of the detectors are aimed so as to enable them to identify the fault. The initial detectors are generated according to the normal samples and cannot recognize the fault samples. So the detector should learn the characteristics of the fault samples and form memory of the fault characteristics. Produce new N individuals by operation of selection, crossover and mutation to genetic population, and the algorithms are as follows:
A. Selection. In this paper, based on the ratio selection method, select these detectors whose affinity with the antigen is greater than the immune selection threshold i T for crossover and mutation operation.
B. Crossover. This paper uses the floating-point number encoding, so the following algorithm is used to cross: , . C. Mutation. The algorithm is as follows:
In the formula,
x is the individual before mutation, k is a constant value of mutation, in the range of (0, 1], max x is the upper limit of the individual, min
x is the lower limit of the individual, r is randomly generated random number.
Mature judgment
If the affinity of a certain type of antibody and antigen is greater than diagnostic threshold, we think the antibody can effectively recognize antigen. If all antigens can be recognized by antibodies in the memory, that means the termination conditions are met, the antibodies are mature and the algorithm ends.
Example of Aeroengine Diagnosis based on Performance Parameters
Sample data preprocessing In this paper, we verify the accuracy of the immune system for the fault detection of aeroengine with samples of a certain type of aeroengine provided by Honeywell. The unit of performance parameters is different, so we normalize the original data in order to facilitate observation. The algorithm is as follows:
In the formula, ' i x is the sample data after normalized, i x is the initial sample data, max x 、 min x are respectively the maximum and minimum value of the feature vector{ | 1, 2, , } i x i n =  . Select 10 group of samples in normal conditions provided by Honeywell, it is shown in table 1 after being normalized. Select 10 group of samples in fault condition, it is shown in table 2 after being normalized. Two sets of data are respectively used as the normal and fault samples. Table 1 
Selection of parameter
From the above analysis, we know that several parameters need to be defined in advance, which play a key role in the diagnosis speed and quality of the algorithm. Several important parameters are analyzed as follows: 1) Number of initial detector n. The initial detector should take the operation speed and coverage rate into account, and its value is related to the dimension N of the input sample and the matching threshold q of the initial detector. The samples analyzed in this paper are two-dimensional vectors, so N=2, q=0.95, n=400.
2) Suppression thresholdξ . From the analysis above, we can see that the suppression threshold is aimed to reduce the redundancy of detectors in memory, the greater the value, the higher the similarity between detectors which is then acceptable. However if the value is too small, more detectors will be removed from memory, which will easily lead to undetected fault. Therefore, in order to ensure the accuracy of the algorithm, we choose a large suppression threshold as ξ =0.98 by sample spreadsheet and experience.
3) Diagnostic threshold λ . Diagnostic threshold is a sample basis for fault diagnosis, Getting too large in magnitude λ can easily cause the omission, fault samples as normal samples; and when too low, become prone to error detection considering normal samples as fault samples. According to this example, it is found that the best value is about 0.92, so it may take λ =0.92.
Diagnosis examples
According to the above analysis, the relevant parameters involved in the algorithm are as follows: number of initial detector N=400; matching threshold of initial detector q=0. 80, r=0.85 ; the number of detector with high affinity m=20; mutation rate α =0.5; memory wareroom selecting threshold δ =0.90; suppression threshold ξ =0.98; diagnostic threshold λ =0.92. Figure 1 shows the initial detector space distribution generated by the proposed algorithm. Figure 2 shows the mature detector distribution of memory wareroom. Choose 10 examples of the same engine as tested samples and calculate the affinity with the mature detector in the memory wareroom respectively. We consider the sample as a fault sample if the affinity with a detector is greater than the diagnostic threshold. 10 sets of data and its analysis results are shown in table 3, all the diagnosis results are correct, the diagnosis results are shown in Figure 3 . 
Conclusion
Performance parameter of engine can be an objective response to the state of the engine, the analysis plays an important role towards engine fault diagnosis. The method of engine fault diagnosis proposed in this paper is based on performance parameters and immune genetic algorithm. The method uses the functions of Immune Theory such as memory, learning and identify to dig hidden information of engine state in performance parameters and effectively identify the type of engine failure with the advantages of fast discrimination and strong adaptability.
